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-The. 
Kennedy-Connally 
One Bullet Theory: 
Further Circumstantial 
and Experimental Evidence 

:• 
The principal remaining point of contention 
with the Warren Commission Report is 
whether one bullet could have caused both 
President Kennedy's neck wound and the 
wounds of Governor Connally. To test • 
whether this could have happened, the 
authors constructed an integrated model of 
the flight path of Bullet 399 through 

-• . 	President Kennedy and Governor Connally„„.„-  
• • based on the circumstantial and experimental 

evidence. In doing so, they deduced that the • 
• -".i.j?'":."1.""eontroversiai bullet (399) must hayest.n)*:' .   . 
•••• 	 a vertebra in President Kennedy's neck,: ''---tv;.W. ccounting  for theiW-ochipsSeen'there, but 

.not so interpreted prior to this report. 
- 	• 	• 
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A New Interpretation • . 

As a result of our studies, we offer 
a new interpretation, indicating that 
this bullet did hit a bony trans-, -. 

. 	• 

"".7. 4777M-4117"1"67"; 

• 

Kennedy-Connally 
One Bullet Theory 

Everyone'. =. 3. who has viewed 
and reported on the autopsy and 
x-ray evidence from President Ken- 
nedy's body now agrees that the 
President was hit by two bullets only, 
that these were both fired from above 
and from the rear, and that there is 
no evidence that he was shot from the 
side or from the front. This group 
includes some of the most voluble 
critics of the Warren Commission 
Report. Even !hey now agree that 
these two shots both came from the 
Texas Book Depository Building 
but conjecture that perhaps they 
came from two different windows.3  
They ignore the fact that the rifling 
scratches prove that both bullets 
came from Oswald's gun, to the ex-
clusion of all other guns?' 

The principal remaining major is-
sue upon which some critics con-
tinue to criticize the Warren Com-
mission Report is the qhestion of 
whether one bullet (the first of the 
two that hit President Kennedy) 
could have passed through both 
President Kennedy's neck and then 
through Governor Connally.3. °These 
critics are still skeptical that this 
could have happened and argue in-

, directly from this that the entire 27 
.volume Warren Commission Report 
is a hoax. Practically all of the other 
doubts about shots from the sides or 
front have been dispelled by permit-
ting non-government analysts to re-
view the autopsy and x-ray 

The fact that Governor Connally 
states that he believed he was hit by 
a different bullet than the one that 
went through President Kennedy's 
neck" (in spite of the circumstantial 
evidence, documented herein, that it 
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must have been the same bullet that 
hit both him and President Kennedy) 
has been seized upon by the critics 
as support for their view. They con-
tend that it was a third bullet that hit 
the Governor, completely ignoring 
the fact that only two bullets were 
recovered in the car or its occupants. 
They also ignore the fact that if 
three bullets had hit the occupants 
of the car, Governor Connally 
would have been struck by two of 

'them, whereas he was actually hit 
only once, and by a bullet that had 
hit something else first. 

They argue that if three bullets hit_ 
the occupants of the car, one when 
Governor Connally assumes he was 
hit, the time was too short for Os-
wald to fire all three shots. Again, 
they ignore the facts that there is 
evidence of only two bullets hitting 
the occupants, five seconds apart. 
and that both bullets came out of 
Oswald's gun to the exclusion of all 
other guns. They also ignore the fact 
that Governor Connally could not 
have been hit at the time he assumed 
he was hit (Zapruder Frame 234), 
since his hand, which.  was wounded, 
can be clearly seen to have risen out 

•• of the path of the bullet that struck it 
. 	

• 	:- 

	

.'About Bullet 399 	1 
.• • 	, 

Some critics, who arc obviously 
unfamiliar with high-powered mili-
tary rifles, even contend that the bul-
let (Warren Commission Exhibit 
399) could not have passed through 
two men and retained its so-called 
"pristine" appearance .° They disre-
gard the evidence that this bullet is 
not "pristine" (it was flattened 
somewhat by hitting something hard, 
such as Governor Connally's rib and  

wrist, glancing blows, while travel-
ling sideways and somewhat back-
ward). They also ignore the fact that 
infantry tacticians are well aware 
that multiple soldiers are very likely 
to be penetrated by the same bullet 
if they stay dose together. This is 
the reason for the "spread" forma-
tion required of all troops who are 
under direct fire. Numerous in-
stances of multiple soldiers being 
wounded by the same bullet have 
been reported." In fact, the type of 
rifle used by Oswald has been fouzd 
to be so "over-powered" that it has 
been replaced by a lighter and less 
powerful rifle and cartridge as our 
current infantry weapon. 

Some critics, who obviously never 
tested this rifle, claim it is not accu-
rate enough to do what the Warren 
Commission contends. Our earlier 
tests verified the findings of the 
Army weapons researchers, that this 
is a highly dependable weapon.''. 19  

In an effort to determine the ac- 
tual feasibility of the Warren Corn : 
mission's proposal that a single bul- 
let penetrated both President Ken- -"r;e:11'r 
nedy's neck, and then Gover.hof 

.".-• Connally's body, arm and leg, a me:. 	-4•• 
Clank:al model, reconstructing the: 

r. 	 :41,4,"44.21 Hight path of Bullet 399 through the' 
..,.two men has been prepared (Figure 

I0), which may make it easier to 
understand exactly what happened 
to this bullet after it hit President 
Kennedy. This model was prepared 
after extensive experimentation, plus rc,l"..,  
a study of the autopsy materials.' 



BULLET 
399 

TEST 
BULLET 

FIGURE 1—THE BULLET: Bullet 399 (lett) struck the fifth rib of Governor Conna.iy a tangential blow and was flattened to the same degree as we then flattened z_r test bullet (right). This caused its soft lead core to extrude from the rear end of Bullet 399. some of which can still be seen (arrow left). We believe the remair•.cer of the extruded lead was scraped off on to the Governor's radius and femur, since the bullet was traveling almost backwards at that point. The extruded portion of the lead from our test bullet weighed exactly 21 grains: the same amount as ...as missing from Bullet 399. (Bullet 399 photo courtesy National Archives). 

verse process in President Kennedy's 
neck, as described below. 

It is here postulated that shortly 
after the motorcade car bearing 
President Kennedy turned into Elm 
Street, Governor Connally heard a 
loud noise. In his sworn testimony 
before the Warren Commission, 
Governor Connally described it as 
follows: 

We had just mode the turn, well, 
when 1 heard what 1 thought was a 
shot. I heard this noise which I im-
mediately took to be a rifle shot. I in-
stinctively turned to my right because 
the sound appeared to come from 
over my right shoulder, so I turned 
to look back over my right shoulder 
and I saw nothing unusual except 
just people in the crowd but I did 
not catch the President in the corner 
of my eye, and I was interested, be-
cause once I heard the shot in my 
own mind 1 identified it as a rifle 
shot, the only thought that crossed 
my mind was that. this is an assassi-
nation attempt. 

So I looked, failing to see him. 
I was turning to look back over my 
left shoulder into the back seat, but 
I never got that far in my turn. I got 
about in the position I am in now 
facing you, looking a little bit to 
the left of center, and then I felt 
like someone had hit me in the 
back."" 

Although Governor Connally had 
strained and twisted to look over his 
right shoulder, he did not get around 
far enough to see the President. In 
order to exert the maximum effort to 
look straight backwards over his 

ID right shoulder, a person in the right-
hand "jump seat" of an automobile 
automatically leans to his left in or- 

; der to get around far enough to see 
directly backwards (the reader can 

'confirm this by trying it). This shift - 
would have placed the Governor's 
body more to the kft of the center 
of the jump scat than usual. This 
would account for his being hit in 
the right side of his back, rather than 
the left side. Governor Connally also 
stated that he put his right hand, in 
which he was holding his hat by the 
brim, down on his left thigh, in or-
der to push himself further around 
toward his right. In his sworn testi-
mony he said "having turned to look 
over my right shoulder—I threw my 
right wrist over on my left leg."" 

We postulate that neither m211 
had been hit at this point. Govemar 
Connally then decided (as he stated) 

• that since he could not set President •-• 
. Kennedy over his right shoulder. 1:e 

would next look over his left 
shoulder. Although he began to turn 
his head, he had not yet been able to 
unwind completely, and his body its 
still turned to the right with his torso 
still tilted to his left. His deli( hand 
was still down in the car, where ::. 
had been pushing on his left lee. just 
above the knee, with the heel of his 
right hand, in which he held his hat. 
We believe that by Frame 223 
(when he emerged from behind the 

•. . 	- 
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striking the thick part of his skull, 
also continued forward after tra-
versing President Kennedy's head 
and struck the frame and glass of 
the windshield at the front of the 
car, dropping into the front seat 
area, where they were recovered." 
Their rifling scratches also matched 
the rifling in Oswald's rifle, to the 
exclusion of all other rifles." 

At some point, Governor Con-
nally glanced down, saw his shirt 
front covered with blood, and real-

" izcd that he had been shot throush-
and-through, probably fatally.% At 
some point he also said "My God 
they're going to kill us all." He was 
still dazed enough, however, to fail 
to be conscious of the fact that he 
had also been shot through the wrist 
and in the leg. In fact, he was un- 
aware of this until the next day 
when he was recovering from his 
reparative surgery. 

`The Third Shot" 

While lying in Mrs. Connally's 
• lap Governor Connally became con-

scious enough to hear the second •••. •••it; 
'. • bullet strike President Kennedy's 

head, and saw his own clothing be- • 
COme spattered with President Ken-, 

. v.. 

..Znedy's brain tissue. He described '-'1•;:•1 
this in his original testimony: 

•-''""So I reclined with my head in W; 
her (Mrs. Connally's) lap, conscious `:t7 -" 
all the time, and with my eyes open. 
and then, of course, the third shot 
sounded and I heard the shot very 
clearly. I heard the shot hit some-7...71-2.1';  

•••.! ; thing and assumed again—it never to.  
entered my mind that it hit anybody '" 
but the President. I heard it hit. It 	i 
was a very loud noise, just that 
audible, very clear. - 	• - - • 

-. • „ 

. 	. 

••• 
'•* 

Kennedy-Connally 
One Bullet Theory 

Stemmons Freeway sign) he had al-
ready been struck by Bullet 399, 
which had just traversed the neck of 
President Kennedy. 

Immediately after he was struck 
by the bullet he reflexly stiffened and 
cried out "Oh! No. no, nor'' 

It is important to note that Gov-
ernor Connally stated in his original 
sworn testimony that he said "Oh! 
No, no, no!" after he was hit." 

Backfiring Motorcycles 

Mrs. John F. Kennedy, in her 
original sworn testimony before the 
Warren Commission, stated that it 
was hearing Governor Connally cry 
out that caused her to cease looking 
out the left side of the automobile 
and turn her head to look at Gov-

_ error Connally and President Ken-
nedy, who were to her right." In 
her sworn testimony in Volume 5 of 
the Hearings Before the Warren 
Commission on page 180, Mrs. Ken-
nedy stated, "You know, there is 
always noise in a motorcade and 
there are always motorcycles beside 
us, a lot of them backfiring. So I was 
looking to the left. I guess there was 
noise, but it didn't seem like any 

' different noise really, because there 
is so much noise, motorcycles and 

.things. But then suddenly Governor 
Connally was yelling, "Oh! No, no, 
nor" 	" 

Earlier Zapruder movie frames 
show Mrs. Kennedy looking to her 
left as the car approached the Stem-
mons Freeway sign, but when the 
car emerged from behind the Stern-
mons Freeway sign, at Zapruder 
Frame No. 223, she was clearly 
looking to her right, towards the 
Governor and towards her husband. 

It is difficult to be sure when she 
turned her head to the right, but 
there is no doubt that she did it 
before she emerged from behind the 
sign. 

Less than a second later (Zapruder 
Frame 236), as his dazed condition 
wore off a bit, the Governor was un- 
doubtedly attempting to take his first 
breath, with his chest torn open, his 
fifth rib shattered, his right lung col- 
lapsed and cut across in the middle 
lobe. His mouth can be seen to open 
(in Frame 236) and his face contort, 
reflecting his terrible pain and the 
frightening sensation of trying to 
suck air into a damaged lung when 
the pleura has been torn open and 
the lung will not function. Very lit-
tle air will come in under these con-
ditions, and Governor Connally's 
mouth can be seen to open widely in 
an agony of helplessness and pain in 
Zapruder Frame 236. 

In the same Frame, Governor 
Connally can also be seen to begin 
to turn again towards his right, prob-
ably in a reflex move to reduce the 
painful motion of the shattered fifth 
right rib and to pull his right arm 
over the painful area to "splint" iL 
Mrs. Connally, seated in the iwirip 
seat to his left, now realized that he 
had been grievously wounded and 
Pulled him over backwards (he was 
again facing towards the right side of 
the car by now; as seen in Zapruder 
Frame 312) into her lap, where she 
could bend over him to protect him. 

She did this just in time to keep 
him from being exposed to frag-
ments of the second bullet which hit 
President Kennedy, (this time in the 
head, and fatally. )3  Fragments of 
this bullet, which was disrupted by 
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Governor Connally's 	. . 
Chest Wound 	 • " 

wounds 
were described in detail in an anti- 

....it: • 
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Governor Connally's 
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Test Wrist 
Governor 
Connalty's 
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FIGURE 2—X-RAYS OF GOVERNOR CONNALLY: The x-rays of 
Governor Connally showed three fragments (of soft gray lead) 
in his wrist (left) and one in his femur. We believe these were 
scraped ott the extruded lead core now projecting from the 
rear end of bullet 399 (see Figure 1) as it travelled almost 

backwards through Governor Connally's radius and en into 
his thigh, at a greatly reduced velocity. Also see Figure 5— 
x-ray of a -test radius." (X-rays courtesy National Archives 
and Dr. J. Becker. Squier Urological X-Ray Dept.. Columbia 
University) 

"Immediately I could see my 
clothing, I could see on the interior 
of the car, which as I recall it, was 
a pale blue, brain tissue, which I 

• ..immediately recognized, and I recall 
very well on my trousers there was 
one chunk of brain tissue that was 

. almost as big as my thumb nail, and 
▪ again I did not see the President at 
" 50

• 	

'-' • any time either after the first, sec- 
ond or third shots."" 

. • Governor Connally further statcd 
• that he then lapsed into complete 

-unconsciousness until the car 
swerved into the Parkland Hospital 
driveway, whereupon he regained 
consciousness enough to attempt to 
get out of the car himself, before 
again collapsing. 

Governor Connally made the as-
sumption that the first loud noise he 
heard was the shot that penetrated 

President Kennedy's neck. Ile as-
sumed that a second and different 
bullet hit him (the Governor) with-
out having first gone through Presi-
dent Kennedy' The circumstantial 
and experimental evidence clearly 

-shows, however, that Governor: 
'Connally was not hit by a bullet 
that came directly from a gun., but 

• by a bullet that was tumbling, and 
that the most probable thing to 
make it tumble was President Ken-
nedy's neck. In fact, if it had been 

an earlier bullet that traversed Pres-
ident Kennedy's neck, Governor 
Connally almost certainly would 
have been hit by it also, but in a 
different spot on his back. Further-
more some sign of a third bullet 
would have been found in the car 
or its occupants (and no third bul-
let hole was found). The bullet that 

traversed President Kennedy's r.eck 
was still travelling fast enough, and 
probably tumbling enough to have 
caused very obvious damage to the 
interior of the car, had a not hit 
Governor Connally."' 

The Zapnider movie frame 
' (Frame No. 234) which Governor . 

Connally selected as the one at 
which he speculated  he was hit, : 
could not possibly be the correct 
one, since his right wrist can be dis- 
tinctly seen to have, by this tin e. 
risen off his left knee and is clearly 
out of the line of the bullet. He 
must have been hit prior to Frame 
234. 
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FIGURE 3—FORTY-ONE FRAGMENTS: The extruded portion of soft gray lead from 

the rear end of our test bullet (right, and Figure 1) was sliced up to yield the 41 

fragments seen here. Thus, the four fragments in Gov. Connally were by no means 

too many for two grains of lead, as claimed by critics of the Warren report. 

de entitled: "Medical Report from 

the Parkland Hospital" in the Texas 

State Journal of Medicine for Janu-

ary 1964.1T The repair of the Gov-

ernor's chest wound, as described by 

Dr. Robert E. Shaw, Professor of 

Thoracic Surgery at Southwestern 

Medical School was as follows: 

"(Dr. ShaW) performed a thora-

cotomy, removed rib fragments, and 

debrided the chest wound. Diagno-

sis of the-chest condition was, 'gun-

shot wound of the chest with corn-

minuted fracture of the fifth rib, 

lacerations of the middle lobe of the 

right lung and hematoma of the 

lower lobe of the right lung.' 
"The Governor was brought to the 

operating room from the emergency 

operating room, where a sucking 

wound of the right chest had been 

partially controlled by an occlusive 

dressing supported by manual pres-

sure. A tube had been placed 

through the second interspace of the 

right chest, in the midclavicular 

line, and connected to a water-seal 

bottle to evacuate hemopneumo-

thorax. An intravenous infusion of 

.lactated Ringer's solution had al- 
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ready been started. As soon as the 

patient was positioned on the oper-

ating table, anesthesia was induced 

by Dr. Giesecke and an endotra-

cheal tube was put in place. As 

soon as it was possible to control 

respirations with positive pressure, 

the occlusive dressing was taken 

from the right chest and the extent 

of the wound more carefully deter-

mined. It was found that the bullet 

had made a wound of entrance just 

lateral to the right scapula, close to 

the axilla,. and passed through the 

latissimus dorsi muscle, shattered 

approximately 10 cm. of the lateral 

and inferior position portion of the 

right fifth rib, and emerged below 

the right nipple. The wound of en-

- trance was approximately 3 cms. in 

its longest diameter and the wound 

of exit was a ragged wound approx-

imately S cms. in its greatest diame-

ter. The skin and subcutaneous tis-

sues over the path of the missile 

moved in a 'paradoxical' manner 

with respiration, indicating soften-

ing of the chest. The skin of the 

whole area was carefully cleansed 

with pHisoHexa and iodine. The  en- 

•- 

tire area, including the wound of 

entrance and wound of exit, was 

draped, partially excluding the 

wound of entrance for the first part 

of the operation. An elliptical inci-

sion was made around the wound 

of exit, removing the torn edges of 

the skin and the damaged subcuta-

neous tissue. The incision was then 

carried in a downward curve up to-

ward the right axilla so as not to 

have the skin incision over the ac-

tual path of the missile through the 

chest wall. This incision was car-

ried down through the subcutaneous 

tissue to expose the serratus ante-

rior muscle and the anterior border 

of latissimus dorsi muscle. The fraz..•- 

mented and damaged portions of 

the serratus anterior muscle were • _ • 
excised. Small rib fragments that 

were adhering to the periosteal tags 	t• 

were carefully removed, preserving 

as much periosteum as possible. 

The fourth and fifth intercostal 

muscle bundles were not appreci-

ably damaged. The ragged ends of 

the damaged fifth rib were cleaned 

with the rongeur. The pleura had 

been torn open by the secondary . 

missiles created by the fragmented 

fifth rib. 
,.!The wound was widely 'opened 

and exposure was maintained with " 

'.a self-retaining retractor. Approxi- 

mately 200 ccs of clot and liquid 	, 

• blood were removed from the pleu-

ral cavity. The middle lobe had a 

- linear rent starting at its peripheral 1 A:t: 

edge and going down toward the 

hilum, separating the lobe into two;V: 

segments. There was an open bron-

chus in the depths of this laceration. 

Since the vascularity and bronchial 

connections to the lobe were intact, • !..t  

• • 



Kenneciv-Connailv is  
One Bullet Theory 

it was decided to repair the lobe 

rather than to remove it. The repair 

was accomplished with a running 

suture of -4_63-0 chromic catgut on 

an atraumatic needle, closing both 

pleural spaces as well, with two 

running sutures approximating the 
tissue of the central portion of the 

lobe. This almost completely sealed 
off the air leaks which were evident 

in the torn portions of the lobe. The 

lower lobe was next examined and 

found to be engorged with blood, 

and at one point a laceration al-

lowed the oozing of blood from the 
lobe. This laceration had undoubt-

edly been caused by a rib fragment. 
The laceration was closed with a 
single suture of triple-0 chromic 

catgut on an atraumatic needle. The 
right pleural cavity was now care-

fully examined. Small rib fragments 
were removed. The diaphragm was 

found to be. uninjured. There was 

no evidence of injury to the medi-

astinum or its contents. Hemostasis 
had been accomplished within the 

pleural cavity with the repair of the 
middle lobe and the suturing of the 
laceration of the lower lobe. The 
upper lobe was found to be unin- 
jured." 	 • 

Governor Connally's 
Wrist Wounds`' 

"Dr. Charles F. Gregory, an or-

thopedic surgeon certified by the 
American Board of Orthopedic Sur-
gery, is Professor and Chairman of 
Orthopedic Surgery at Southwestern 

Medical School. He is a veteran of 
both World War II and the Korean 
War. He states that there was a 
comminuted fracture of the Gover-
nor's right distal radius, which oc- 

curred when the bullet passed 

through the chest and struck the 

arm. Dr. Gregory debrided the 

wound and reduced the fracture. 

This took place while the patient - 

was still under general anesthesia 

following a thoracotomy and repair 
of the chest injury, which was done 
by Dr. Shaw. The tight upper ex-

tremity was thoroughly shaved and 
prepped in the routine fashion_ The 

patient was draped in routine fash-

ion, using stockinette. In addition, 

was the use of a debridement pan. 

"The wound of entrance, on the 

dorsal aspect of the distal right fore-
arm at the junction of the distal 

fourth of the radius and its shaft, 
was approximately 2 ems. in length 

and rather oblique, with a loss of 
tissue and with considerable contu-

sion at its margins. There was a 

wound of exit along the volar sur-

face of the wrist about 2 cm. above 

the flexion crease of the wrist in 

the midline. The wound of entrance 
was carefully excised and developed 

through the muscles and tendons 

from the radial side of that bone to 
the bone itself, where the fracture 
was encountered. It was noted that 
the tendon of the abductor pollicis 

• longus was transected. Only two 

small fragments of bone were 
'moved; one approximately i cm. in 

length, consisted of lateral cortex,. 

which lay free in the wound and 
had no soft tissue connections, and 

another much smaller fragment, 
3 mm. in length (Figure 2). Small 
bits of metal were encountered at 
various levels throughout the wound. 
Whenever they were identified and 
could be picked up, they were sub-
mitted to the Pathology Depart- 

ment. Throughout the wound there 

were noted fine bits of cloth, like 

mohair. Dr. Gregory was told that 

the patient was wearing a mohair 

suit at the time of injury, thus ac-

counting for the deposition of such 

organic material within the wound. 

After as careful and complete de-

bridement of the volar wound as 

was possible, and the integrity of 

the flexor tendons and the median 

nerve on the volar side established, 

the wound of exit on the volar sur-

face of the wrist was closed primar-

ily with wire sutures. The wound 

of entrance on the radial side of the 

forearm was only partially closed. 

being left open for the purpose of 

drainage. This was in deference to 
the presence of mohair and organic 

material deep in the wound." 

In an additional reference to the 

wrist wounds in Volume IV, Hear-

ings Before The Warren Corn:nis- 

sion, on page 142, Dr. Gregory de- 

scribes the healed wounds of Gov-
ernor Connally's wrist as follows: 

"The upper limb of the wound on 

the dorsum of the wrist is about 

5 ems. above the wrist joint. (This 
was the wound of entry of the bullet 

into the wrist]. The length of that 

:excisional scar is about 4 ems. tan 

inch and a half]. The wound en the 

palmar side of the wrist [this was 
the wound of exit from the wrist] 

is now converted to a well healed 
linear scar approximately one ;tall 
inch in length (emphasis ours—JKL] 

and located about 3/4 inch above the 

distal flexion crease." 

The Leg Wound 

. Governor Connally's kg wound 
was described by Dr. Thomas Shires. 

. • 	
• 	-7. 	," 
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Mr. Steams. Would you draw, Dr. Shaw, right above the shoulder as best 

you can recollect. what that wound of entry appeared at the time you first 

observed it? Would you put your initials right beside that? 

(The witness, Dr. Shaw, compiled with the request of Counsel Specter.) 

Mr. Srecrist- As to the wound on the back of Governor Connally, was there 

any Indication that the bullet was tumbling prior to the time It struck him' 

Dr. SzAw. I would only have to say that I'm not a balllatica expert, but the 

wound on his chest was not a single puncture.  wound, it was long enough so 

that there might have been some tumbling. 

Mr. Srwrra. You mean the wound on his back? 

Dr. Suave. The wound on his back—yes. It wee long enough ao that there 

mien have been some tumbling. In other words, it was not a spherical puncture 

wound. 

Mr. Srwrra. Tou say the bole which appear. on Governor Connally la last 

about the size that It would bare been on Ma body? 

Dr. Sa•w. Yea; It le drawn to good scale_ 

Mr. Srecrra. In good scale to the body? 

Dr. 331A.W. Yea.  

-I FIGURE 4-A SIMULATED "CON-
NALLY": An oval hole in our target 

simulating Governor Connally's back, 

was caused by our test bullet that had 

first passed through a simulation of 

President Kennedy's neck, causing the 
bullet to "wobble" and start to "tum-

ble" end-over-end. Governor Connally's 
wound of entry was elongated, like the 

one in the center of this target. The 

"punctate" round hole, with black 
margins, of the type which always oc-
curred when our test bullets struck the 

"Governor Connally" target without 

hitting something else first, can be 

seen to the right of Governor Con- 

nally's outline in the photcgraph. 

These bullets never "wobbled"' or 

"tumbled" spontaneously: they were 

very stable in their flight to the target, 
unless they hit something else first.. 

FIGURE 4A—DR. SHAW'S TESTIMONY:....,- -: 
Dr. Shaw initialed and described his 
careful drawing depicting the wound 

of entry into Governor Connally's back. ..", 
showing It as 3 cm. long. (WCR, Vol. 

VI, pages 86 and 95 [text) and Vol. 

XVII, pages 336, exhibit 679 [..raw 
Ing]). He later attests to its accuracy. 
under oath. 

Professor and Chairman of the De- „ 
YI 

partment of Surgery at Southw es:ern 

Medical School. "Dr. Shires per-

formed the surgery for exploration .4 
and debridement of the gunshot 

wound of the Governor's left thigh. 

The operation lasted twenty minz 

utes. He reported that there was a 

one cm. (two-fifths of an inch), 

pcniciate missile wound over the 

lower third of the medial aspect 'of 

the left thich. X-rays of the thigh 

and leg revealed a bullet frazment -; 

which was embedded in the body of '1' 

the femur in the distal third (Fi cure 

2). The leg was prepared with pHiso-

Hex and iodine and was draped in 

the usual fashion. 	 tr 
"Following this, the missile woundl 

was excised and the bullet tract wa 

explored. This missile wound was 

seen to course through the subco! 

IT THE IL Smm TEST PULLET 
Fla THE TinGUT OIRECTLT 
IT ■•••E Wulff • inn' attain 
HOLE. LICE T$41.S..._.■•■• 

-T.:71E27%A 

• 
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Kennedy-Connally 
One Bullet Theory 

taneous fat and into the vastus me-
dians. The necrotic fat and muscle 
were debrided down to the region 
of the femur. The direction of the 
missile wound was judged not to be 
in the course of the femoral vessels, 
since the wound was distal and 
anterior to Hunter's canal. Follow-
ing complete debridement of the 
wound and irrigation with saline, 
the wound was felt to be adequately 
debrided, enough so that three sim- 

• pie through and through stainless 
steel alloy #28 wire sutures were 
used, encompassing skin, subcutane-
ous tissue and muscle fascia on both 
sides. Following this, a sterile dress-
ing was applied. The dorsalis pedis 
and posterior tibial pulses in both D  legs were good." 

The metallic fragment was so tiny  
that no attempt was made to remove  
it. The metallic fragment was lo-
cated  slightly distal to the..-wexund__  
of entry into the skin of the up.aer_.  
!eel 

It is important to note that, in 
his original sworn testimony, Dr. 
Shaw, the chest surgeon, stated that 
the wound in Connally's back was 
not a puncture wound, but was 
elongated, indicating that there 
could have been some tumbling?' 
His careful diagram (Figure 4A) 
of the wound of entry (which he 
revised and then initialed) showed 
it to be elongated in its vertical axis 
(not horizontal) and to be at least 
3 cm. in length." This is important, 
as we shall see. 

It would seem that all the various 
wounds in Governor Connally were 
almost undeniably made by the 
same tumbling bullet, which first 
traversed his chest, then traversed 

his right wrist and finally embedded 
itself in his leg, being stopped by 
his femur after completing an entire 
ISO° turn, which caused it to be 
travelling completely backwards as 
it struck his leg. risikg....axelyisuag_. 
bullet, it was eas for 
kr_ipsked_out  of Governor ConnalL.'4.  
leg.  It was found on,_thn_.stzr-tr. 
in Parkland Hospital, which was as-
sured to be his.  

Reconstruction of 
What Happened - 

The shapes • and sizes of the 
wounds in President Kennedy's neck 
and in Governor Connally's back, 
wrist, and leg have graduated differ-
ences in lengths, all of which fit 
exactly with our reconstruction of 
the course taken by Bullett 399 in 
its "tumbling" configuration through 
the two men (Figure 10). Our recon-
struction is as follows: 

The 6.5 mm. bullet, fired from 
above and behind the President  
entered the top of the prominent_ 
roll of soft tissue acror  ss the back 
of_President  _ennedy's neck, mak-
ing a wound of entry approximately 

.6.5 mm. in diameter and bearing 
the typical dark circumferential halo, 
characteristic of a wound of entry 
by a high-speed rifle bullet. It 

'razed the tip of  the  transverse_ 
process or the President's sixth or  
seventh cervical  vertebra SFigure 9), 
dislodging two tiny fragments of 
bone which are visible in a post-
mortem x-ray film of his neck stud-
ied by one of us (IKI...).3  While 
these two fragmentS had been noted 
by the government-sponsored panel 
in 1968,2  they were then assumed 
to be metallic, whereas our x-ray 

A 

studies of various materials indicate 
that they are more likely fragments 
of bone rather than metal. This sug-
gests that Bullet 399 hit the bony 
tip of the transverse process of ei-
ther the sixth or seventh cervical 
vertebra of the President with stun-
ning effect (Figure 9). This is a 
new interpretation, which is differ-
ent from all previous assumptions 
that Bullet 399 hit no bone in Pres-
ident Kennedy. It then traversed the 
soft tissues of his neck and his tra-
chea, emerging approximately in the 
mid-line, just below his "Adam's 
apple," and exited from his neck 
while travelling downward at ap-
proximately an IS° to 20' angle. 
It undoubtedly began to "tumble" 
as it left the President's neck. No 
photographs of the "wound of exit" 
in the President's neck are available, 
since the large transverse tracheos-
tomy wound was made directly 
through the bullet hole by Dr. Perry, 
in order to insert the cuffed trache-
ostomy tube, during the frantic ef-
forts to resuscitate the President. 
Dr. Perry noted that this wound  was 
not excessively large and es•rt 
agreed, reasonably enough with  
some of his questioners that it_might  
have been compatible with a wound , 
of entry.".' The fact that it was not  

• as large as a conventional wound of  
exit (anclitu - ren:stJ1cia-.. 
deed he a wound of exit), we  be-
licve is accounted for by the fact 
that the skin was supported at this , 
point jtby  the collar band  
President's shirt_ 	was in "new" 
condition, and of strong fabric, with 
a strongly sewn-on collar button. • 
This has been tested on the Presi-
dent's original shirt by one of us.' 

. 
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PARKLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

OPERATIVE RECORD 

" A' t' John C311:1/111),  

'OMIT• 	26 36 99  

OATC 11-22-63 	Thoracic Surf AGE. m_ 
s.se.w.eaAnwe Gunshot wound of the chest with comminuted fracture of the 5th rib OIA GNOSIS: 

1•037-0 ,• Z•••TIvC 
01FG1•051i: 	 

Sane with laceration right middle lobe, hematoma lover lobe of lung 

 

	ION. 	'hn1141-^y 1,^11(1.1 rib frala-e..t, AR■  OCGAMI1115 	CHORD.  15,n 
brideoent of wound 

AN CSTM ETIC:  General 	 a LOAN: 	1300 	ANCCTwfCIIIX.o0ISTI 

a 

Giesecke 

Robert Sbev, H.D • SURGED...1 	  01.• AIN], 	  

• AMUSTANTI, 	n,k- 
%CRUD 	 CI RC. 
Nuasc  King/Burkett 	Nyasa  Johnson  

APPLIAMCC* 

CASTS SPLINT 

SONGS COUNTS; 1ST Correct OFOJOS 	 g.V. FLU, 03 ANO 55.00 0 

 

111-500 cc whale blood 
11-1000cc D-5-EL 

CIIM•LIC •110 
?lane 

comornom or PATIENT: Satisfactory 

C1"4"""'"' The patient was  brought to the OR from the Daft. In the BOA a sucking wound 
of the right chF3a was partially controlled by an necluolve dressing supported.by 'annual 
pressure. A tube been placed through the second interapace in the aid-clavicular line 
connected to a vaterseal battle to evacuate the right pneumatharax end henatharmx. An IV ,InlVsion,of EL solution had already been started. As coon as the patient van pooitinned on 

"IlirtriflAtl the anesthesia was induced by Dr. Glesecke and an endatracheal tube was in 
place. As soon as it vs. possible to control respiration with positive pressure the =elu-
sive dressing vas taken ry=a the right chest and the extent of the wound more carefully 
determined. It vas found that the wound of entrance vas just lateral to the right =opals nclase thfmthe exile yet had peened through the letysmus dare/ muscle shattered appraxi-Ultartestra"St the lateral and anterior portion of the right filth rib and amerced be-low the right nipple. The wound of entrance was approximately three cm in its longest di-ameter and the wound of exit was a ragged wound approximately five cm in its greatest di- 

, 	: meter. The skin and subcutaneous tissue aver the path of the abseil& moved In a paradox- 
ical manner with respiration indicating softening of the chest. The skin of the whole area 
was carefully cleansed with Phleahex and Iodine. The entire area including the wound of 
entrance and wound of exit was draped partially excluding the wound of entrance for the .re first part of the operation. An elliptical inciefon was lade around the wound of exit re-moving the tarn edges of the skin and the damaged subcutaneous tissue. The incision was 
then carried in a downward curve up toward the right axi_Lle so Is to not have the skin in-cision over the actual path or the missile ben tlirough the chest wall. This incision was carried down through. the subcutaneous tissue to expose the Sematue anterior muscle and the 
anterior border of the latieeimus dorsi muscle. The fragmented and damaged portions of the Serrstua anterior anaele very excised- Small rib fragments that were adhering to peri-°ate's' tags were carefully removed preset-ring as much periosteum as possible. The fourth 
intercostal muecle bundle and fifth intercostal muscle bundle ,t4= were not appreciably damaged. 	 . 

, 	 Ibient ...57mn 	.•,., 
• • 	1 

42:121 '".f.:((cootinued)   
. . - 

7.4 	1-rms-t  

skin is unsupported.  
Tra-versing a simulation of the 

President's neck, made of either 

rubber or horsemeat, makes a bullet 

like this begin to "tumble," we 

found (Figure 4), as did the Gov-

; ernment investigators.:' Striking t 

..tip of the transverse process o. 

vertebra, however thin, as just dc- _ 
scribed, would be even more reason 

. • 	 _ 	. 

Thus the supported skin of the front 

of the President's neck did not 

. bulge and burst open in the usual 

ragged manner, before this exiting 

bullet, as usually occurs when the 

FIGURE 48—OPERATIVE NOTE, dictated and signed 
by chest surgeon Shaw immediately after the opera-
tion, in which he states that the wound of entry in 
Connally's back was 3 cm. in length (WCR). 

Dr. Shaw repeatedly reaffirmed this operative note  

• "":4 • • - 	 _ 

was accurate, in testimony before the Commission: 
MR. SPECTER: Permit me to make available to you 

a copy of the Parkland Memorial Hospital operative 
record and let me ask you, first of all, if you can 
identify these two pages on an exhibit heretofore 
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PARKLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

OPERATIVE RECORD 

nitn r; 2b3699 111 	1I-22-00.• 
Sehn•Cosnolltro-- •••• •• 

26 36 99 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION (Caothwwl 	The ragged ends of the damaged fifth rib were cleaned out with the rongeur. The plums. had been torn open by the secondary missiles created by the fraented fifth rib-The wound wan open widely and_v.?. onure van obtained with a self retaining retractor. The right pitire.1 cavity wan then carefully inspectcd,..Wproximately 200 cc of clot and liquid blood vas removed from the plural cavity. The riddle lobe had • linear rent starting at its peripheral. edge going down tovarda itshilum separating the lobe into two segments. There was an open bronchus in the depth of this wound. Since the vascularity and the bronchial connections to the lobe were intact it vas decided to re-pair the lobe rather then to remove it. The repair wan accomplished with a running suture of (-000 chronic gut on atraunatie needle closing both plural surfaces as well as two runnin, sutures appr-aximstang the tissue of the central portion of thelotw. This almost completely sealed off the air leak; which were evident in the torn portion of the lobe.. The lower lobe was next examined and found to be engorged with blood and at one point a laceration •I allowed the oozing of blood. This laceration had undoubtedly been cauced by a rib fragment. This laceration was closed vitlia single suture of 1;13-0 chronic gut on &traumatic needle. The right plural cavity was now carefully aamired and =all ribs friar:gents were =toyed, the disphrem was found to be uninjured-There was no evidence of injury of the mediastinua acid its contents. Henostasis had been accomplished within the plural cavity with the repair of the middle lobe and the suturing of the laceration in the lover lobe. The upper lobe was found to be uninjured. The drains which had previously been placed in the second interspace in the midelavieular line was found to be longer t,  n necessary so approxir-ately ten = of it was cut away and the remaining portion ewes wnstrated with two additional opangs. An additional drain was placed through a stab v 	in the eigtrth interspace in the pos- terior exillary line. Both these drains were then connected to a vsterseal bottle. The fourth and .fifth intercostal muscles were then approximated with interrupted sutures of 00 chrasie gut. The rmaining portion of the Sernstue anterior muscle vas then approximated across the closure of the intercostal =ladle. The laceration of the latissimus dorsi muscle on its inter:most surface was then closed with several interrupted sutures of #0 chromic gut. :owe-swbesrt 	 ti•rwe-was-Sh Before closing the subcutaneous tissue one million units of Peni  ci 11in  and one gran of Streptomycin in 100 cc normal saline was instilled into the wound. The stab wound vas then made in the most dependent portion of the wound coming out near the angle of the scapula. Alarge Penrose drain was drawn out through this stab wound to allow drainage of the wound of the chest wall. The subcutaneous tissuevas then cln.h2C.`41 interrupted ¢0 chromic gut inverting the Swots. Skin closed with interrupted vertical%  aut-urea of black silk. Attention was nest turned to the wound of entrance. It vas excised with an elliptical incision. It wax found that the latiestrus dorsi muscle although lacerated was not 	 damaged so that the opening vas closed with sutures of fo chromic gut in the fascia of' the muscle. Before closing this incision *le' palpation with the index finger the Penrose drain could be felt immediately below in the space beneath the latisaimus dorsi muscle. The skin closed with interrupted vertical mattress sutures of black •11k. Drainage tube, were secured with safety pens and adhesive tape and dressings applied. A. soon as the 
oPeristion on the chest had been concluded Dr. Gregory and Dr. Shires started the surgery the vas necessary for the wounds of the right wrist and left thiar.• 

	

119:b1 1 	 Dr fiobert Shaw 

	

. 	 s 
• There was also a ccesninute-d fracture of thh right radius secondary to the name missile 
and in addition a small flesh wound of the left thigh_ The operative pates eoneernir the 
management of the right Ara sad left thigh will be dictated by De. Gha.r3. t. Tom Shires. 	 - 	... 	 -:.""' A-  

.... - 	' ' 	
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• • 	 if 	';• 	• -•• marked as Commission Exhibit 392 as to whether or 	and correct? 	 ' 
not this constitutes your report? 	 DR. SHAW: Yes. On this it states that the opera- DR. SHAW: Yes; this is a transcription of my clic- 	Lion itself was begun at 1300 hours or 1 o'clock. tated report of the operation. 	 1 	pa.n md.  that the actual surgery started at 1335 MR. SPECTER: Are the facts set forth therein true 	or  

to make it begin to turn, and to com-
mence a "tumbling" rotational move-
ment (starting to spin "end-over-
end") on its long axis. We con-
firmed that this tumbling reaction 

does occur, by firing several bullets 
of this exact type from this exact 
type of gun, downward through a 
simulation of President Kennedy's 
neck, and having them then strike 

a target simulation of Governor ;..--;;;'' 

	

Connally's back (Figure 4). 	.._ ...i.,-,..„,,,..,.:k 
Traversing some 23 inches c! aitt 'ik. 

space between the two men toiliC".  ' • .. 
..4'... I/400th of a second, during WhiCil 	Ark i 

,:• 	 - 4 ': . 	 ..  - 	 il - 	.-   
• ;--  
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FIGURE 5—A TEST RADIUS: This x-ray 
of a test radius shows the much more 
extensive damage to a radius which 
always occurred if it was hit directly. 
nose first, by a bullet that had not 
been slowed down, as by traversing 
President Kennedy's neck and Gover-
nor Connally's chest. (Photograph 
courtesy of the National Archives.) 

the bullet rotated enough to assume 
an almost completely sideways posi- 
tion. The bullet then entered the 
back of Governor Connally, 2 cm. 
lateral to the lateral margin of his 
right scapular (shoulder Made) 
making a wound of entrance 3 cm. 
long,'T which happens to be the 
exact length of this bullet While 
the question arises as to whether 
some of the elongation of this wound 
might have been attributable to the 
tangential course of the bullet, our 
experiments did not indicate this to 
be a major factor, since any elonga- 
tion due to a tangential course, al- 
ways turned out to be horizontal. 
Dr. Shaw, the chest surgeon, care-
fully reviewed and initialled his di-
agram showing the long axis of the 
wound of entry to be vertical." The 
bullet continued its rotating, end-
over-end motion as it struck the 
Governor's fifth rib tangentially 
(shattered fragments of which cut 
the middle lobe of the right lung 
almost in two and also injured the 
lower lobe) and then exited from 
his body below and medial to his 
right nipple.'T Here it caused the 
unsupported skin to bulge and then..  
burst open, causing the more cus-
tomary large and jagged type OE_..  
wound-of-exit, approximately 5 an. 
(two inches) in diameter."- 1Z It 
should be noted that here, because 
the skin was unsupported at this 
point, it expanded ahead of the 
bullet and showed the characteristic 
large "bursting" tears of a wound-
of-exit of a tumbling, high-speed 

°bullet. 
After leaving Governor Connally's 

chest, the bullet continued its end-
over-end turn, now traveling par- 

- 	• -  

tially backwards, and entered the 
dorsum of his wrist at an anzl.: 
which subtended 2 cm., thus causing 
a 2 cm. wound of entrance, and 
struck his radius a glancing blow 
while travelling at a greatly reduced, 
speed.'T This softened blow shat-
tered the radius but did net displace 
the fragments.' Since the bullet had 
been travelling sideways, as well as 
somewhat backwards, it was prob.:.  
ably slightly flattened in its :car por-
tion by the impact on the Gover--  
nor's rib, squeezing two grains of its 
soft lead core out through the rear 
end of the bullet, like toothpaste out 
of a tube (see Figure 1). Dr. Olivier's, 
Army ballistics experiments on ani- 
mal's ribs showed the same 	I  
on some bullets.:= Because 
now also travelling. partly 
wards, these protruding leaden frag-.;47'.  
mcnts were now scraped eel by t4s.,: 
bone and remained in the woundU 
of Governor Connally's radius -and'; 
femur (Figure 2). 

The Extruded Lead 

orr3  

1, 7••• 

Our experiments"- 15  with a bul- • 
- let which we compressed (with Brea . 	. 

difficulty) so as to deform it to ._,ex- . 
actly the same degree as Bullet.  '399 
showed that the soft lead of :he btu 

. >11 let's interior did indeed extrude 
through the rear end of the "gilding 
metal" jacket of the bullet when 
was flattened (Figure 1), and that 
the extruded portion weighed exac-t-
ly two grains. (Bullet 399 was als94 
missing two grains of weight).M' 

. As stated above, the fact that these 
lead fragments were scraped 

. onto the bone was because th 
let was travelling mostly backwa • . 
at this juncture. 	 .:•: 

:r • 
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One Bullet Theory 

• 

Our reconstruction indicates that 
Bullet 399 now emerged from the 
palmar side of Governor Connally's 
wrist, travelling almost entirely back- 
wards, as it continued its turn. We 
postulate that this accounts for the 
fact that the wound of exit was 
smaller than the wound of entrance° 
on the dorsal side of the wrist, 
since the bullet was still turning, to 
travel almost in its long axis, albeit 
going backwards, and had been 
greatly slowed down by its pas-. 
sage through Connally's thorax and 
partly sideways passage through his 
wrist. 

The bullet now entered the top 
of Governor Connally's left thigh, 
about four inches above the knee.t 7  
It penetrated the skin, fascia and 
muscles of the leg, and then struck 
the femur hard enough to scrape off 
the fourth fragment of soft lead 
from the, rear end of the bullet, 
which was referred to (p. 40) by 
Dr. Shires, and can be clearly seen 
in the x-ray (Figure 2). It should 
be noted that surgeon Shires de-
scribed this wound (p. 40) as 
"punctate" (implying that it was 
small, like a puncture). The bullet 
had been so sufficiently slowed by 
this time, that it did not fracture the 
femur. The fragment in his leg was 
located well below the point of entry 
into the skin, and was so tiny that 
it was left in place." 

A Powerful Bullet 

Our experiments" showed that 
this bullet was so powerful that if it 
had not been slowed down, as by 
passing through President Kennedy's 
neck and Governor Connally's thor-
ax and wrist, it undoubtedly would  

have shattered Governor Connally's 
femur. 

We found that this bullet 
would penetrate 25 inches of the 
toughest elm wood, or 47 inches of 
ponderosa pine, as Nichols had pre-
viously also observed...". Certainly 
the Governor's thigh was not hit 
primarily by a bullet coming direct-
ly from the gun muzzle, because 
such a bullet would have shattered 
and removed a very large segment 
of the femur, without any doubt. 
Likewise, the Governor's wrist bone 
was not hit directly by a bullet that 
had not been slowed down, because 
experimental bullets coming directly 
from the gun always shattered the 
wrist bone in an entirely different 
manner, causing a total loss of 
bone, with devastating effect (Fig-
ure 5).22  The gross difference in 
the x-rays of the two types of 
wounds is clearly evident to anyone 
who has ever had to deal with such 
wounds22  (Figure 2). 

By far the most significant feature 
of all these wounds is the fact that 
the wound of entry into Governor 
Connally's back was elongated in 
its vertical axis (3 centimeters long 
in Dr. Shaw's original signed opera- 

- tive note"—Figure 4B—and 
-.• in the account of the care of Gov-

ernor Connally in the Texas State 
Journal of Medicine).27  This dem-
onstrates that he was not hit by a 
bullet which had come directly from 
a gun. He was hit by a bullet which 
had hit something else first, and 
was tumbling at a rate which is 
compatible with the effect of the 
neck wound sustained by President 
Kennedy and with the other subse-
quent wounds in Governor Con- 

.  

nally's wrist and leg. (Even the 
shape of the wound in Governor 
Connally's back is compatible. with 
a tumbling bullet, and only with a 
tumbling bullet.) 

It should also be noted that, in 
testimony taken four or more 
months after the original operative 
report was written, the wound of 
entry, while still elongated in a 
vertical direction, was recol;ected 
by Dr. Shaw as being 1.3 era. in 
length. While this length is at vari-
ance with his carefully written op-
erative report (Figure 4B) made 
on the day of the actual operation, 
and with the pictures of the wound, 
drawn, corrected, and initialled by 
Dr. Shaw (Figure 4A), it was still 
recorded as elongated in its vertical 
dimension. This elongation is the 
most important detail. 

- J 

Seven Vital Questions 

• To approach these matters still 
• differently, several specific questions 
are here posed concerning the 7ossi-
bility that Governor Connally -tight 
have been hit by a different bullet 
from the one that exited from the , 

r' front of President Kennedy's nee . 
. 	4.11- - .-'1. Was Governor Connally hit by 

.-.` a bullet that had come directly from 
the muzzle of a gun? The answer is • 

-clearly no. Our experiments showed 
that when bullets were fired directly 
into a "Governor Connally" target.. 
they always made a round hole 6.5 
millimeters (1/4 inch) in diameter 
(see Figure 4).. The entry of the 
bullets into the slightly curving skin 
of the torso at this point was not 
sufficiently tangential to elongate the 

• wound of entry to this extent. Fur-
thermore, any elongation due to a 

' 

. • 	• 
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Kennedy-Connally 
One Bullet Theory 

"tangential" strike, would have been 
in a "horizontal" direction, whereas 
the Governor's first wound was elon- 
gated in a "vertical" direction. Dur- 
ing our experiments with approxi- 
mately 600 rounds from all four 
lots of ammunition of the type Os- 
wald used (Lots 6000, 6001, 6002, 
6003, Western Cartridge Co.), none 
of our bullets ever tumbled before 
they hit something, nor did they 
in the F.B.I. experiments with 200 
or more rounds from Lot No. 
6000 and 6003.23  While we bad to 
be content with four rifles of the 
exact same model used by Oswald, 
the F.B.I. used his actual rifle, al-
ways with the same results: none of 
the bullets ever tumbled. They al-
ways caused only small round holes 
in the target (Figure 4).2' 

The actual wound of entry into 
Governor Connally's back was elon-
gated to. three cm. in length," ac-
cording- to the original operative 
report. This is the exact length of 
the bullet (WC399) that the War-
ren Commission alleges struck 

- Governor Connally, after passing 
' - '±through President Kennedy's neck. 

It seems certain that the bullet aikt ;.• • 
- 	which struck. Governor Connally 

3 	
• 4. was in the act of "tumbling" after :

...' 	• 
striking something between the gun 
and Governor Connally's back. 
Judging from the length of the . •:_: 
wound of entry, the bullet was ap-
parently travelling almost completey 
sideways at the moment of impact 
on Governor Connally's back, and 
this elongation was not due to a 
tangential strike on his body, since 
its elongation was in the body's 
vertical axis. 

As indicated above, our experi- 

	

mcnts with a mock-up of President 	bullet had probably been corn- 

	

Kennedy's neck showed that bullets 	pressed just enough to squeeze two 

	

from every one of the lots of ammu- 	grains of the soft lead ccre of the 

	

nition (Western Cartridge Company 	bullet out through its open rear end. 

	

Lots no. 6000, 6001, 6002, and 	like toothpaste out of a tube. The 

	

6003) exited from the "Kennedy" 	wound of exit in his wrist measured 

	

neck in a "tumbling" configuration 	only one centimeter after it was 

	

and caused a similar elongated hole 	closed" compared to the wound of 

	

in a target made to simulate Gov- 	entrance which had been more than 

	

ernor Connally's back (Figure 4). 	two centimeters in length." This 

	

While we cannot prove that it 	would appear to be further evidence 

	

was President Kennedy's neck that 	that the bullet continued to turn and 

	

caused Bullet 399 to be tumbling by 	that the bullet was still turning as it 

	

the time it had struck Governor 	entered the upper leg, where the 

	

Connally, we can definitely say that 	open rear end of the bullet. with it; 

	

the tumbling was compatible with 	protruding lead core, now deposited 

	

the situation, revealed by our ex- 	a fourth tiny metallic fragment on 

	

periment's "mock-ups" of President 	the femur of Governor Connally 
Kennedy's neck. 	 the juncture of the middle and ! 

	

2. Were Governor Connally's 	thirds of his upper lee, somewhat 

	

wrist and leg wounds compatible 	low (distal to) the wound of entry 

	

with a tumbling bullet (like Bullet 	into the skin of his leg. 

	

WC 399)? Both the wrist and leg 	3. Are the four fragments of lead 

	

wounds of Governor Connally were 	seen in the Governor's x-reps too 
also compatible with a bullet of the 	many? Some critics have contended 
type WC 399 (a 6.5 millimeter 	that four fragments in Governor 
Mannlicher-Carcano fully jacketed 	Connally are too many to be ac- 
military bullet) which had turned 	counted for by the two grains of lead 
almost completely around iri its 	missing tram Bullet 399. In our pre; 
process of tumbling. Again, as we 	vious experiments" we were able to 
have" said above, only by travelling 1-.`.31;•make 41 such fragments from the.' 
somewhat backwii-ds could Bullet •:NriwO grain piece of lead that ex-." 
399 leave fragments of lead in Gov- .!- truded from our test bullet (Fig. 3). 
error Connally's wrist wound and-37'We can safely say, therefore, that 
one embedded in his femur. 	four fragments are by co means 

too many to be accounted for by 
the two grains missing from Bul-
_let 399. 

• 4. Could Governor •  
wrist wound have been caused by a 

- direct hit Of a bullet like 399. 
had not struck anything else 
The answer to this quistionis 

- • unequivocally no. A direct hit, with- 
out the bullet having been markedly 

• These fragments were removed 
later from the wrist by Dr. Greg-
ory." The fragments can be seen at 
the National Archives and arc 
clearly made of gray lead, rather 
than the coppery metal of a bullet 
jacket," which is made of "gilding" 
metal. • 	' 	' 

By striking Governor Connally's 
rib, the dense copper jacket of the 

Connally's 
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FIGURE 6—UNREFORMED BULLETS: 6k X-ray of a bullet which has traversed 
• 25 inches of a block of the toughest elm wood, before being stopped. This bullet 

'7  2. is undeformed. Nichols has shown that this bullet can penetrate 47 incnes of 
. Ponderosa pine boards without deforming. (X-ray courtesy of Dr. David Fei:ett of 

Squier Urological X-Ray Dept.) 
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and then partially sideways through 
Governor Connally's chest and wrist, 
it would haye shattered Governor 
Connally's femur and removed a 
large section of it. To ask, "Was the 
gun and cartridge powerful enough 
to penetrate both President Kennedy 
and Governor Connally, even though 

• 

it had grazed the tip of the trans-
verse process of President I:cr.:n:4's 
sixth or seventh cervical vertebra 
and struck "tangential blows" to 
Governor Connally's fifth rib and 
radius, is to display ignorance of 
the very great power of this tore of 

- military rifle and cartridge. This but- 

• - •■■• 	
-- 	• •  •' 	• • 
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slowed down by traversing some-
thing else first, would have resulted 
in an entirely different kind of 
wound of the bone. A large segment 
of the bone would have been com-
pletely gone, with only a gaping hole 
in the arm and in the x-ray, as 
shown by experimental wounds cre-
ated in this manner22  (Figure 5). 
Furthermore, the bullet might have 
been expected to have been de-
formed on the nose had it hit the 
wrist bone directly. Bullet 399's 
nose was not deformed. 

Furthermore, the wound of exit 
on the palmar side of the wrist 
would have been far larger than the 
wound of entrance whereas in Gov-
ernor Connally's case, the wound of 
exit was smaller than the wound of 
entrance,2° because by now, the 
slowed-down bullet had completed 
its turn and left the wrist travelling 
almost completely backwards, in its 
long axis. The wound in Governor 
Connally's wrist was caused, instead, 
by a more or less tangential blow 
from a bullet travelling at a greatly 
reduced speed, which shattered the 
bone but left the bone fragments in 
place. This specific point has been 
thoroughly discussed with Dr. Greg-

??,.7- . ory, who operated on the Governor's 
:t —7" wrist, and this is his own view of the 

"1“ matter. 	. 
5. Could the - leg wound have 

been caused by a direct hit from a 

bullet like WC 399 (or by a bullet 

that had traversed only the wrist be-

fore striking the femur)? The answer 
again is unequivocally no! The bul-
let from this cartridge is so powerful 
that, had it not been markedly 
slowed down, as by travelling 
through President Kennedy's neck 

 . 
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FIGURE 7—HOW GOOD A MARKSMAN DID THE ASSASSIN HAVE TO BE? "Head 
and Shoulders" target with three bullets placed in the head area at five or six second intervals, at 263 feet, by one of the authors (Gary Lattimer), after much practice, when he was 14 years old. A Carcano carbine, sling, rest, telescopic sight 
and ammunition exactly like those used by Oswald, where employed in experiments conducted by the authors to test for themselves the contentions of the Warren 
Commission report. (Photo courtesy I. E. Lattimer.) 	 — 
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let will penetrate four feet of solid 
ponderoSa pine, as demonstrated by 
Dr. Nichols of the University of 

- Kansas.2' We have demonstrated 
- that• it will also penetrate 25 inches 

"...` of even the toughest knotty elm, 
. when fired lengthwise into it, or it 

will traverse three telephone poles 
(sideways), and come out look-

,.ing completely undeformed (Figure 
, 	• 	 •A 

On the other hand, if it is fired 
into the thick bone of the back of a 
human skull, which is harder than 
the wood, the jacket and core of the 
bullet will separate, releasing a myr-
iad of additional fragments of many 
different sizes, as in the Govern-
ment's and other experiments10,23  
to simulate the head wound which 
President Kennedy sustained. This 

1  '7 was repeated on ten skulls by Dr. 

... Olivier, with consistent results very 
similar to the findings in the Ken-
nedy head wound_ 

=:•• 6. Was the ammunition depend-
able? The ammunition that was used 
for the shots fired at President Ken-
nedy and Governor Connally, plus 
the unfired round still in the gun, 
was excellent American-made auk- , 

',munition. Four million rounds of 
this ammunition (one million in 
each of Lots 6000, 6001, 6002 and 

—6003) were made in 1954 by the 
Western Cartridge Company and 
we were eventually able to procure 
substantial samples from each lot for 
our tests of 600 rouncts.3.1. 13. 10 

Our samples from all four lots of 
this ammunition proved to be totally 
dependable, with no misfires re-
ported, during all of our various 
experiments and those of the govern-

. 

•• 
ment research men, who used 1:3 
wald's rifle and at least 200 car 
tridges from lots 6000 and 600:1  
This ammunition is good Amerizz:.  
ammunition, with the primers some: 
With purple lacquer. It is quite di:,  
fercnt from some of the foreign am 
munition manufactured for the saoct 
gun. The bullets were %yell made ant 
proved to be uniformly very stab  1r. 
in their flight to the target. 
• 7. Was Oswald capable with1 

rifle of this type? Various criz.ics  
have contended that Oswald was tir.:z 
capable enough with a ride to 27.: 
complish what was alleged for him.  
by the Warren Commission Report. 
However, Oswald's Marine 	–es 
rifle score book (Figure S) 
clearly that he was entirely ca,. 
to do what was alleged for him 
the Warren Commisison. Firing a: 
"head and shoulders" military tar-
gets (strikingly like the profile cf. 
President Kennedy at which he 
fired), he scored 48 out of a passible 

. 50 points on one day (Figure 8A) 
and 49 out of a possible 50 points 
on another day (Figure SB) using a 

"sitting" position, at "rapid 
fire," with a similar type ride, even 

• 4.-`3ewithout a telescope, and at more 
than twice the distance involved a.E.  

a  t as an "expert" or even a highly 
skilled marksman, in the eyes of Z. 
Marine Corps marksmanship in-
structor, he was a perfectly adequate 

• marksman to do what was claimed 
for him by the Warren Commission. 

Reconciliation of Our Reconstru 
;1..L With Governor Connall.'s V 

.1la:. 	4  • "c"' To reconcile the two apparently  
different versions of what happened 

... • 

• -I 

•• . Dallas: Thus  , 'While he would not 
• 
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(Governor Connally's and our own 
—sec pages 36 and 37), we suggest 
that Governor Connally heard a 
motorcycle backfire or possibly • a 
shot which missed the car com-
pletely. (Perhaps Oswald accidently 
triggered the first shot in his haste to 
get in firing position, just after the 
car had turned the corner, or per-
haps he fired and hit a branch of the 
oak tree that was in the way for sev-
eral seconds.) Having heard this 
sound, Governor Connally twisted.,  
his body to the right to try to see 
President Kennedy, leaning to his 
own left as he did so, in an effort to 
see directly backwards to where the 
President was sitting. (If the reader 
tries this for himself, he can see that 3  leaning to the left is a natural move- 
ment.) 

The Governor said that he put 
the heel of his right hand, in which 
he held his hat, on his left leg just 

. above the knee, in an effort to push 
himself around further.'2  We postu- 
late that he was still in this position, 	. . 

IF- -,. 

twisted to his right, even though he . . !' - . 
-tt.: : . had begun to turn his head back with . 

the intention of looking over his left 
shoulder. While still in this twisted 
position, with his torso still partly 	• IN- 

4,,z;  .turned to the right and still leaning tO 
his left, the Governor was now hit in ''fr..=.4.  
the back, wrist, and leg by Bullet 399, 

- 	which had first traversed President 
Kennedy's neck at or before Frame 
220 in Zapruder's film.2 ' This ver- 
sion would reconcile Governor Con- 
nally's version of what happened 
with the circumstantial evidence of 
what actually happened. His first re-
flex reaction, after he was hit, may 
have included expostulating, "Oh! 
No, no no!" thus attracting or at 
. 	0 	
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FIGURE 8--0SWALD'S MARINE CORPS SCORE BOOK: Oswald's Marine Cor:s rifle Score book pages show that on a Wednesday (BA. above), Oswald scored 49 out of a possible 50 points, at rapid fire, from a sitting position at 200 yards (more than twice the distance at Dallas) with no telescopic sight. On the following Friday he scored 48 of 50 (Fig. 88 below). From this it is evident that Oswald was very definitely marksman enough to have shot President Kennedy, as alleged. 



least concentrating Mrs. Kennedy's 
attention from looking out the other 
side of the car, as she stated." Ex-
actly what position everyone's body 
was in just as the bullet struck is 
difficult to determine, since the car 
had disappeared behind the "Stem-
mons Freeway" sign at the very mo-
ment when the first bullet apparently 
struck President Kennedy in the 
back of the neck. The Betzner and 
Willis "still" photographs were prob-
ably taken a few tenths of a second 
before the first bullet hit the Presi-
dent. Exactly what Governor Con-
nally said and did, and exactly the 
timing and order which he did and 
said them, is also difficult to deter-
mine, since he himself was certainly 

dazed enough (as everyone always is 
dazed when so struck) that he did 
not know that his wrist had been 
shattered and his leg had been pene-
trated by the bullet. He himself ad-
mits that he had to ask the next 
morning what was wrong with his 
wrist and leg, and that he had no 
memory of having been hit in the 
wrist or leg." Everyone in the auto-
mobile was in the midst of a natural 
panic reaction to this totally 
unexpected, sudden catastrophe. Un-
der such circumstances, circumstan-
tial evidence is almost always more 
accurate and sheds more dependable 
light on what actually happened, 
than the direct testimony of those 
who were either involved or watched 

the confused actions, despite their 
but intentions. 

The elongated wound of entry.  
into Governor Connallvs' tack and 
the lack of a third bullet in the car 
or in its occupants, plus the experi-
mental evidence that the woundinz 
of both men by a bullet of the type 
used is perfectly feasible, are i:npres-
sive support for the Warren Com-
mission version of what actually 
happened. 

The only apparent weakness in 
this theory, as proposed here, is the 
failure of anyone visible in the 
photographs, except for Governor 
Connally's statement." :o turn 
around and look backwards. after 
the first loud noise which atzrac 
the Governor's attention. In fact. 
few people looked back. even after 
the shot that hit President Kennedy 
in the neck. Only two out cf the 
dozen or so Secret Service Teen vis-
ible in the pictures, looked back, 
along with the daughter of photog-
rapher Willis. who can be seen to 
stop running and look "back." about 
the time the President was hit. 

We believe that President Kennedy 
was hit in the neck at about Zadruder 
frame 220, just before he erne-reed 
from behind the Stemmons Freeway 
sign. Our reason is that his right 
hand and elbow can be clearly seen 
to be just starting their spastic up-
ward jerk which carried ie:s rieh: 
elbow to an extremely high 	It 
is our belief, after consultation with 
neurological surgeons and neuro-
physiologists knowledgeable in these 
matters, that this was a reflex re-
(ion to the trauma of this bt: 
transmitted to his spinal cord (`sent 
the hitting of the tip of the trans- 

FIGURE 9—TIP OF PRESIDENT'S VERTEBRA STRUCK: It appears to us that 
Bullet 399 entered the back of President Kennedy's neck and grazed the tip of the 
transverse process of his sixth or seventh cervical vertebra. (Two tiny fragments of 
bone are visible in the x-ray of his neck). It then exited with a wobble, starting to 
tumble end-over-end, as•a result of traversing the neck and grazing the bone, It 

- -made holes one-halt inch long, in an up-and-down direction, in both layers of the 
overlapping part of President Kennedy's shirt-front and grazed his neck-tie knot, 
leaving a blood-stained nick in the cloth. 
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FIGURE 10—THE PATH OF BULLET 399 

A raw of actual 6.5 mm. Carcana bullets glued to a strip of 
lucite. showing the position of Bullet 399 at various points 
in its flight path through the two men, as determined by the 
size of the bullet hale at each of those points on the two 
bodies, where each bullet hole was measured. Visualizing the 
bullet's path all at one time, in this way, made it easier to 
understand why the lead fragments were only found at the 
end of its rotation, when the bullet was travelling backwards. 

AT The wound of entry into the back of President Kennedy's 
neck was almost round and approximately 6.5 mm. in di-
ameter Oh inch), with a black rim characteristic of a wound 
of entry. The bullet then grazed the tip of a vertebra in the 
President's neck, knocking off two splinters of bone. 

El: The wound of exit from President Kennedy's neck was 
destroyed by the tracheotomy incision, but was not very 
large (testimony of Or. Perry), probably due to the support 
of the-shirt collar band which held the skin firm and did 
not permit it to bulge and tear ahead of the bullet. 

C: The "wounds of exit" in the front of President Kennedy's.' 
shirt were one half inch long in a vertical direction. in both . 
layers of the overlapping part of the President's shirt-front. 

0: The wound of entry into Governor Connally's back was 
three cm. (1% inches) long (the exact length of Bullet 399) 
and was approximately 28 inches away from President Ken- 

nedy's neck, indicating that the bullet was now tumbling 
end-over-end. It struck his fifth rib a tangential blow and 
shattered fragments cut the lung severely. 

E. The wound of exit from the front of Governor Carma;iy's 
chest was below and medial to his right nipple and ‘--.2s 
large and ragged, measuring about 5 cm. in diameter. (The 
unsupported skin of his chest had obviously bulged a-d 
burst open in an irregular fashion (as is usual) ar.eao cf 
the exiting, tumbling bullet. 

F. The wound of entrance into the top of Governor Ccnnai;y's 
wrist measured three-quarters of an inch in length, stcwi7ig 
that the bullet was now turned almost entirely around, so 
that it was now travelling almost backwards. It shattered his 
radius and left three fragments of lead in it. 

G. The wound of exit from the underside of his wrist meas-
ured only one hall inch in length. (The bullet was still turn-
ing.) 

H. The wound of entrance into the top of Governor Can- 
' naliy's left thigh measured about Ile inch and looked "cur7c-

tate.-  indicating that the bullet had now practically cc-m-
pleted its 1813"'biriitte.,-  One fragment of lead was :eat in 
this wound. 

verse process of his sixth or seventh 

cervical vertebra) and disrupting his 

right brachial plexus.34  
Another photographer, Mr. Willis, 

who took a picture from the oppo-

site curb-side just at Zapruder frame 

202, said that a loud noise had oc-
curred, and was so loud that, "In 

fact, the shot caused me to squeeze  

the camera shutter," even though he 

had not intended to do so just at that 

moment." This photograph was 

taken just prior to the time the War-

ren Commission believed the Presi-

dent was hit, and the backfire or the 

shot-that-missed, which the photog-

rapher heard, may have been the 

same sound that made the Governor 

try to turn to look over his right 

shoulder at the Presidcrit_ -177e 
daughter of still another photos:- 

rapher, Miss Tina Towner, said that 

she heard the shots, thouht to her-

self that "some dummy is ligirt:ng 

firecrackers,"" and did not bother 

to look further towards the source 

of the noise. As Mrs. Kennedy said. 
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there is always so much backfiring 
and noise from a motorcycle escort 
that it is understandable that very 
little attention would be paid to a 
first loud noise, thus the fact that 
Governor Connally and Linda Willis 
were the only ones of whom we 
know, who turned towards the first 
loud noise, is not too surprising and 
does not necessarily weaken our re-
construction. 

Some of the at-niers against the 
claim that Bullet 399 could have 
penetrated both men, have adopted 
the argument of a thoughtful archi-
tect, Robert Cutler,6  who postulated 
that the two men (President Ken-
nedy and Governor Connally) were 
sitting like rigid statues in the auto-
mobile, either immobile, or rotating 
very slowly, as statues might be ro-
tated, in the car. The angles of the 
bullet holes which were then calcu-
lated to exist through the two statue-
like bodies were thought to be 
slightly out of line with Oswald's 
window, if one "looked back through 
die bullet holes, towards the win-
dow." Governor Connally's holes 
were thought to be a little too far to 
the right, and the angles of down-
ward passage (declination), were 
thought to be slightly different. This 
lcd to the postulation that the bullet 
holes in Governor Connally might 
have been made by a bullet fired 
from a different (additional) window 
in the same Book Depository Build-
ing as Oswald's, but slightly farther 
to the right than Oswald's, five (or 
less) seconds later. Other critics 
have picked up this argument. They 
ignore the fact that both bullets re-
covered from the car and its passen-
gers came from Oswald's rifle, to the 

exclusion of all other guns. Also that 
all 3 empty cartridge cases came out 
of Oswald's gun, and only his gun. 

The fallacy in this argument is the 
fact that the exact positions of the 
two men at the moment they were 
hit, are not known, because no 
photographs were taken just at the 
critical moment. Furthermore, the 
two men were not acting like rigid 
statues at the moment they were hit. 
President Kennedy had his hand up 
waving and was looking slightly to 
his right_ Governor Connally stated 
that he was trying hard to twist 
around as far as he possibly could, 
to see the President over his right 
shoulder, and had undoubtedly 
leaned to his left, in his effort to see 
directly backwards. Having twisted 
around as far as he could, he stated 
that he was in the process of starting 
to twist back towards the front, so 
that he could then look over his left 
shoulder, when he was hit. While 
his head may have started the turn, 
his body may not have turned (See 
Zapruder Frame No. 223), as he 
emerged from behind the Stemmons 
Freeway sign. 

That 'sign unfortunately blocked 
the view of Mr. Zapruder's movie 
camera just as President Kennedy 
was hit, so we do not have the same 
detailed views of the moment this 
bullet may have struck both men, as 
we do of subsequent events. There- 
fore we do not know the exact posi- 
tions of their bodies relative to each 
other at that instant nor can we see 
if Governor Connally reacted in a 
reflex manner, at that very moment. 

However a most persuasive argu-
ment against the "rigid statue," 
"third bullet" version, is the fact 

that it requires three bullets is th 
targets. Only two bullets could b. 
accounted for in the car or in th 
victims, despite a detailed and vie 
orous search for the purpose of u-v 
ing to find a third bullet or bu:le 
hole. Both of the bullets founc 
came out of Oswald's rife. withou 
any doubt. 

If Governor Connally had beer 
sitting like a rigid statue. facing 
front, directly in front of Presides: 
Kennedy, and only 23 inches awa 
from him, when the first bullet t; 
hit President Kennedy traversed hi: 
neck, then the bullet would have hi 
Governor Connally in the left $id: 
of his back rather than the 
side. Even if it had manaced : 
missed Governor Connally. it 
have hit the back of the driver's sea 
and made an obvious hole. As Cu 
experiments showed (Faire 2-) 
such a bullet would almost cznairli 
have been starting to "tumble" af;t: 
it left the neck of President Ken-
nedy and would have made a tarp 
and obvious wound in either Gover-
nor Connally or in the back of the 
driver's seat, which would not be 
likely to be missed during the thor-
ough search of the car for evidence 
of another bullet wound conductec 
by the F.B.I." 

The rigid statue concert. %%her 
applied to living. movinz humar 
bodies, is not nearly as approprize: 
as thinking of the human torso a 
a soft bag full of jelly, w izh a  f lm  
ribs and a spine, on which it is sus-
pended. The accuracy of mina :r 
pinpoint windows. 200 feet 
by "looking-back" through 
holes in the bodies of living trier 
who were waving or tv.-isEinc 
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around, when hit, does not turn out 

to be at all precise. 

Summary 

There are the following items of 

circumstantial evidence about Gov-

ernor Connally's wounds. 
I. All three of Governor Con-

nally's wounds were undoubtedly 

caused by the same bullet. 

2. The two grains of lead miss-
ing from the bullet (WC 399) 
which the Warren Commission al-

leges wounded Governor Connally, 
are compatible with the lead frag-

ments seen in the x-rays and recov-
ered from the wounds. Our experi-

ments confirmed this.'•'• 18• 13  (Fig-

ures 1, 2, 3) 

3. Both of the bullets recovered 

in the car or its victims (WC 399 
and WC 569) came out of Oswald's 
N1annlicher-Carcano carbine and no 
other gun. This gun had his palm 

print on it."-e• 23  

4. The holes in the back of Pres-

ident Kennedy's coat were round 
(punctate) but the holes of exit in 

his shirt-front were elongated half-

inch slits, in a vertical direction? 
5. The wound of entry into Gov-

ernor Connally's back was three 

centimeters long, in a vertical con-
figuration and matched exactly the 

length of Bullet WC 399. This 

wound could not have been caused 

by a bullet coming directly out of 

the muzzle of Oswald's gun. The 
bullet had to have hit something 
else first, and the most likely thing 
was President Kennedy's neck. Be-
cause the wound of entry into Gov-
ernor Connally's back was elon-
gated in a vertical direction, the 
elongation could not have been due  

to a tangential strike into the curv-

ing edge of his thorax. 
6. Our experiments showed that 

such bullets, when they go down-

ward through a neck like President 

Kennedy's, begin to tumble as they 
leave the neck. (Figure 4) 

7. The wound of entrance into 
the dorsum of Governor CannaIly's 

wrist was two centimeters in length, 
yet the wound of exit from his wrist 
was smaller. These facts are com-
patible with our demonstration that 

such a "tumbling" bullet could have 
been "tumbling" on its long axis at 

a rate so that it left the wrist travel-

ling even more backwards than 

when it entered the wrist, thus mak-

ing a smaller wound of exit (Fig-

ure 10) 
8. The back half of this bullet 

(399) is slightly but definitely flat-

tened.''' We postulate that this hap-
pened as it continued its rotation, 

striking tangential blows riot only 

to the Governor's fifth rib, but then 

to the thick part of his radius 
(bone), while travelling sideways 

and then backwards. 
9. Bits of gray lead were recov-

ered from the wrist wound at opera-

tion." The bullet showed gray lead 
extruding from its rear end (Figure 

1) as a result of the bullet timing 
flattened. Our similar experimental 

bullets likewise had the gray lead 

squeezed out of their rear ends, like 
toothpaste out of a tube. Gray lead 

particles could only have been 
scraped off on the bone of Gover-
nor Connally's wrist, if the bullet 
was travelling somewhat backwards. 
Our experiments confirmed this. 

10. The wound of entry into 

Governor Connally's thigh was 

small and "punctate." A fras:men: 

of metal, looking similar en the 

x-ray to those in the Governor's 

wrist, was embedded in his femur 

below the point of this p,unotate 

wound in the skin of his thigh (Fig-
ure 2). These findings are compati-

ble with our theory that the bullet 

had now completed its "end-over-
end" turn and was now travelling 

completely backwards. Only is this 
way could it have made a pups:tate 
wound and also deposited a frag-

ment of metal on the femur. distal 
to the wound of entry into the skin. 

11. The power of the ammuni-

tion was very great. The ammuni-
tion was found to impart tremendous 

penetrating capability to this *zullet. 

so that the fact that two men were 

traversed by a single bullet is not at 
all surprising. Neither did we find 

it surprising that the bullet 7:i:1:et 
stay relatively undeformed. if it 

only struck a rib and wrist tangen-

tially (Figures 6A & 6B). 

12. The ammunition pro\ ed to 

be highly reliable, with no :misfires 

in any of the 600 rounds Fred dur- 
ing our experiments, nor in 	200 

or more rounds fired by the F.B.I. 
Samples from all four lots manufac-

tured. were tested by us. 
13. The rifle proved to he en-

tirely accurate enough to permit the 

placing of three bullets in the head. 
quite consistently at the di$:ances 

involved. After sufficient practice. 
the first author (G.L.) was at-le to 
accomplish this, even though only 
14 years old at the time (Figure 7). 

Both of the other authors were also 
able to acquire this capability after 
several days of "dry" and "actual" 
firing practice with this rifle. 
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14. Oswald's Marine Corps ca-
pability with a rifle of this general 
type was found to be entirely ade-
quate to do everything the Warren 
Commission alleged he did. (Fig-
ures SA Se 8B). 

15. No third bullet was found in 
Governor Connally nor in the car. 
Without this third bullet in the car 
or its occupants, the thesis that 
President Kennedy and Governor 
Connally were hit by separate bul-
lets from a "second rifleman" be-
comes untenable. 

16. Even the direct testimony of 
the participants (which is not ordi-
narily as dependable as the circum-
stantial evidence), is compatible 
with our postulations. 

17. Connally, in his original 
— sworn testimony, stated that he was 

hit, and then expostulated "Oh! No, 
no, no!" (after he was hit). 

18. Mrs. Kennedy testified that 
she was looking out to the left of 
the automobile and that only after 
Governor_Connally cried "Oh! No, 
no, no!" did she look towards him 
and President Kennedy. In the Za-
pruder movie, she can be seen look-
ing to her left as the automobile ap-
proaches the Stemmons Freeway 
sign, but can be seen looking to her 
right as the car emerges from be-
hind the sign. This suggests that 
Governor Connally was hit and 
cried out sometime before the car 
emerged from behind the sign. 

19. We believe President Ken-
nedy was hit while the car was be-
hind the Stemmons Freeway sign. 
His hands and elbows were only 
starring to jerk upwards towards his 
neck as he emerged from behind the 
sign. 

20. We postulate that Governor 
Connally heard either a loud back-
fire or an earlier shot that missed 
the car. He then twisted his body 
to the right, to try to look directly 
backwards over his right shoulder, 
in an effort to see the President. To 
do this, he would ordinarily lean to 
his left, thus exposing the right side 
of his back to the bullet that now 
came through President Kennedy's 
neck. We postulate that Governor 
Connally was hit at the same mo-
ment as President Kennedy, that he 
reflexly cried out the Oh! No, no, 
no! and then lapsed into a semi-
dazed state for a fraction of a sec-
ond, until Frame 236 of the Zap-
ruder movie. He then probably tried 
to take a breath, and winced from 
the severe pain and the inability to 
draw in a good breath, due to his 
collapsed lung and opened drat_ 

21. As he flinched with the pain 
of the first conscious breath, Mrs. 
Connally saw him stiffen, realized 
he was hurt and started to pull him 
over backwards into her lap. 

22.' The Governor then reflexly 
pulled his arm back and twisted to 
his right to splint the painful rib 
ends by pressing his right arm aver 
the area. 

23. Governor Connally's sereso-
rium then cleared enough so that 
he was aware of being spattered by 
President Kennedy's brain tissue as 
Mrs. Connally pulled him over into 
her lap, but not enough to let him 
realize that he had also been shot 
through the wrist and in the leg. 

Our reconstruction, with an in-
tegrated mechanical model of the 
flishtpath of Bullet 399, "tumbling" 
(rotating end-over-end) at a rate of 

one-half turn in five feet. after it le: 
President Kennedy's neck, coincide: 
with the Warren Commission's the 
sis that a single bullet (WatTer 
Commission Exhibit 399) str.....:', 
both President Kennedy and Gov-
ernor Connally. The nature and di-
mensions of the wounds, bone an,: 
bullet fragments in the two men. :I: 
this reconstruction with reasonable 
certainty (Figure 10). 

The hard facts are that Governer 
Connally was clearly hit by a tum- 
bling bullet that had hit some'l."-- 
else first, that his hand can be read- 
ily seen to have already risen out of 
the line of the bullet at the poiti: 
he thinks he was hit, and there was 
no sign of a third bullet in, t 
or any of its passengers. Had 
been a third bullet hittina the - ca.r. 
Governor Connally would have 
been hit twice, and he was not. Both 
of the bullets that hit the eccuparns 
of the car (five seconds apart) both 
came out of Oswald's rifle, to the 
exclusion of all other tuns. Os-
wald's handprints were -en the gum. 
These facts effectively destroy the 
"second rifleman" theory. Our re-
construction of the fliehrpath of 
Bullet 399 through both =en, dem-
onstrated as a mechanical model 
(Fig. 10), fits all the wound sizes 
and autopsy findings in a reasonable 
manner. These factual. circumstan-
tial and experimental pieces of evi-
dence (quite apart from the addi-
tional direct testimony and pictorial 
evidence of when and why Mrs. 
Kennedy turned to look towards the 
President) make it next to i:n. 
ble to refute the Warren Co.. 
sion's contention that both men 
were hit by a single bullet.... ..... 
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